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This is a financial promotion. Your capital is at risk, the value of investments may fall and rise and you may not get back the full amount you 
invested. Past performance is not indicative of future returns. Partners Capital are not tax advisors. Tax treatment will depend on the individual 
circumstances of each client and is subject to change. Clients should consult their own tax advisors to understand the tax treatment of product or 
investments.

Tax-Advantaged Investing for Private Equity Managing Directors In this quarter’s issue, we explore 
how the right investment structures and portfolio construction can materially reduce tax drag and 
improve long-term investment returns.  Since publishing our last issue of Personal Account Investing, the 
January 2nd budget bill has taken the maximum federal ordinary income tax rate up from 35.0% to 43.4% and 
long-term capital gains taxes from 15.0% to 23.8% including the Medicare tax increase to 3.8%.  State and 
local taxes are also expected to rise as states and municipalities face their own fiscal challenges.  
Overlaying these changes are lower expected investment returns, putting tax-advantaged investment 
structures and tax-sensitive portfolio construction back on center stage.  Exhibit 1 is an updated version of 
our estimates of after-tax asset class returns reflecting the new tax regime in place today.  

Exhibit 1. Three-Year Annual Return Forecast by Asset Class (Sorted By Projected After-Tax Real Return) 

Notes:  After-tax real returns for a New York state resident assuming top marginal federal tax rate of 43.4% and 23.8% tax on long-term capital 
gains (based on legislated rates from American Tax Relief Act of 2012).  Assumed state tax rates for New York are current 8.8% rate on income 
and long-term capital gains.  Real returns based on expected annual inflation of 2.0%. 

Hypothetical return expectations are based on simulations with forward looking assumptions, which have 
inherent limitations. Such forecasts are not reliable indicator of future performance. 

Broadly, there are three ways to reduce tax drag on investment returns: (1) avoid asset classes and strategies 
that are inherently tax-inefficient – generally those that predominantly generate ordinary income or 
short-term capital gains like most credit, hedged equity and absolute return strategies, (2) allocate to tax-
favored strategies such as energy master limited partnerships, or (3) invest in tax-inefficient strategies via 
structures that allow for the avoidance of taxes, such as Insurance Dedicated Funds (“IDFs”), which are 
funds that accept subscriptions only from life insurance carriers).  The challenge with the first and second 
courses of action is that they can result in a failure to capture the full benefits of a well-balanced 
diversification across asset classes that takes into account each asset class’s stand-alone attractiveness 
and such factors as correlation with other asset classes and strategies.  The third alternative, using an IDF 
structure, enables the investor to build more efficiently diversified portfolios without the tax drag that 
would otherwise outweigh the diversification benefits.  
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There are two primary insurance products for investing in IDFs:  Private Placement Life Insurance (PPLI) 

and Private Placement Annuities (PPA).  PPLI is, in essence, an investment program wrapped with life 

insurance with the end result of allowing your investments to compound free of taxes on capital gains and 

income and then to be distributed to your beneficiaries free of these taxes upon death.  If properly structured 

with a trust owning the policy, the value of this account may be distributed free of estate taxes as well.  PPLI 

provides a life insurance pay-out on death.  There is an upward limit on funding a PPLI policy which 

depends on how much mortality risk the carrier and re-insurers are prepared to assume.  IDF managers seek 

to optimize the favorable tax impact of IDF structures by allocating to less tax-efficient strategies.  Hence 

PPLI (and PPA) policies can be viewed as asset allocation tools through which an insured investor gains 

desired exposure to attractive but tax inefficient strategies via the IDF in which the policy is invested.   

A Private Placement Annuity (PPA) is a contract between the policyholder and insurance company to pay an 

annuity to the policyholder.  With PPA, your investment compounds free of taxes on capital gains and 

income; however, investment gains are taxed as ordinary income upon withdrawal of the annuity unless a 

charitable organization is designated as the beneficiary of the annuity, in which case the investment value of 

the policy should be transferrable to the charitable organization income tax-free.  Unlike PPLI, PPA does not 

have any life insurance component, and there is no upward limit on how much funding can be placed in the 

policy.  While a PPA policy does not provide a death benefit, it is simpler to set up and less expensive (no 

cost of mortality risk) than a PPLI policy.  

We estimate that the after-tax return of a PPLI account can exceed a taxable portfolio return by 2-4% 

annually assuming 8-10% average annual net returns.  Exhibit 2 shows the tax savings that can be captured 

with a PPLI policy. 

Exhibit 2. Comparison of Annual Net Returns Inside a PPLI Policy vs. Traditional Taxable Investing. 

Notes:  Taxable portfolio assumes the investor is a NYC resident (~56% tax rate) with all short term capital gains and 75% portfolio turnover. Annual costs for 

PPLI are estimated and do not include upfront costs.  This material contains hypothetical or simulated performance results which have certain inherent 

limitations. 

Hypothetical return expectations are based on simulations with forward looking assumptions, which have 
inherent limitations. Such forecasts are not reliable indicator of future performance.
When setting-up a PPLI policy the insured is both procuring life insurance and establishing a separate 

investment account within the policy.  At death, the insured’s beneficiaries receive both the insurance 
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proceeds (death benefit) and the balance in the investment account.  The death benefit will be larger in the 
earlier years and, assuming accumulation of investment returns in the separate account over time, the 
investment account balance will be the larger source of funds to the beneficiaries in later years.   

In most PPLI policies, the life insurance component is deliberately reduced over time as the investment 
account becomes the larger source of benefits at the insured’s death.  See Exhibit 3 for an illustration of the 
relationship between the value of the life insurance component and the investment account component in a 
PPLI policy. 

Exhibit 3. Illustrative Long-Term Returns From Investing Through An IDF. 

Notes:  Illustrative returns based on Partners Capital model, which contains hypothetical or simulated performance results which have certain 
inherent limitations.  Assumes $10 million in premium paid over four years by a 50 year old male preferred non-smoker.  +8.0% net investment 
return; estimated ~56% New York City resident tax bracket.  Taxable portfolio assumes all capital gains are short term and 75% turnover. 

Hypothetical return expectations are based on simulations with forward looking assumptions, which have 
inherent limitations. Such forecasts are not reliable indicator of future performance.
IDF structures have been available for a many years through various insurance carriers and brokers.  
However, they have been of limited interest to sophisticated investors because the insurance-related costs 
have been prohibitive and the quality of underlying investment offerings has often been mediocre.  More 
recently, both of these concerns have been largely addressed.  At sufficient scale, insurance carriers and 
brokers now offer institutional pricing for PPLI and PPA, and carriers will place IDFs managed by 
independent investment managers on their platforms, improving the quality of available investment 
offerings.   

PPLI and PPA policies are set up as separately managed investment accounts, and are therefore shielded 
from the carrier’s credit risk.  Carriers now typically offer several independently managed IDFs and 
the policy holder chooses the IDF to which his or her policy premiums are allocated and should have 
visibility on the managers within the IDF.  It is important to note that the key constraint imposed by the IRS 
on PPLI and PPA policies is that the investor/insured cannot control or influence the selection of 
investments inside the IDF.  Accordingly, partners in an investment firm should not utilize an IDF which 
is managed by their own firm.   
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Like all investing based on tax policy, there are disadvantages as well as advantages to investing through a 
PPLI policy.  Against the advantages spelled out above, PPLI incurs a 1% up-front federal and additional 
variable state tax on the insurance premiums paid.  The insurance carriers and insurance brokers charge fees 
and commissions (which have declined in recent years).  The full benefits are derived only if the policy is 
maintained until the insured’s death.  Exhibit 4 summarises the advantages and disadvantages.  Exhibit 5 
describes certain risks associated with PPLI and PPA. 

The ability to withdraw principal or borrow from or against the policy investment account is a key feature of 
PPLI.  An insured may withdraw his or her premium paid into the PPLI policy tax-free.  In addition, the 
insured may arrange a loan from the policy (up to 90% of the investment account balance) or from a third 
party secured by the policy (subject to loan-to-value limitations, usually up to 50%).  If the insured needs 
full liquidity, the policy may be surrendered, but at that point gains will be taxed at ordinary rates (which 
would likely have been the case anyway assuming the assets in the policy generally produce either ordinary 
income or short-term capital gains) and the life insurance component of the policy will be lost.  If the 
insured has not held the policy for more than 11 years and is under the age of 59 ½, the net investment gains 
may be subject to a 10% penalty.  (In PPA, there is also a 10% penalty on net investment gains withdrawn 
before the annuitant is 59 ½, but there is no requirement to hold the policy for 11 years.) 

Exhibit 4. Selected Advantages & Disadvantages of PPLI 

To set up a PPLI or PPA policy an insured must work with a FINRA (The Financial Industry Regulatory 
Authority) qualified insurance broker, and select an insurance carrier that offers PPLI and PPA and one or 
more Insurance Dedicated Funds into which the insured’s net premiums can be invested.  The broker should 
facilitate all the arrangements with the carrier.  There are several national providers of IDFs and the carrier 
will advise which IDFs it offers on its platform.   

Please let me know if you have any questions, comments or suggested topics for future newsletters. 

Best regards. 

Paul Dimitruk 
Chairman & Partner 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Tax-free compounding of investment returns under
current I.R.S. code.

• Income tax-free death benefit (investment value of the
policy may transfer to beneficiaries free of 30-50%
income tax).  If properly structured, the death benefit
may also be distributed free of estate taxes.

• Ability to access capital through withdrawal of original
premium amount without crystallizing a tax liability.

• Ability to borrow up to 90% of the investment value of
the policy from the carrier or, alternatively, ability to
borrow up to 50% of the investment value from a third
party lender using the policy as collateral.

• Simplification of tax reporting (e.g., no K-1s).

• Upfront costs (federal and state premium taxes, and
any upfront broker commissions).

• Annual costs (cost of insurance, insurance carrier
margin and any trailing broker commissions).

• Reduced control for investor - the insured is not
permitted to direct the investment program.

• Generally suitable only for investors with a longer-
term timeframe - maximum tax benefits come if policy
is held until death.

Source: Partners Capital
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APPENDIX 

Exhibit 5. Selected Key Risks of PPLI and PPA 

Risk Details 

Change of Law or 

Regulation Potentially 

Eliminating Tax 

Benefits 

Congress could eliminate or limit the tax-free treatment of investment returns in 
PPLI and PPA policies.  However, life insurance has always been viewed as a 
favored means to encourage the middle class to build savings and the life 
insurance lobby remains exceedingly strong.  Moreover, it is unlikely that this 
change would be given retrospective effect.  The IRS could change the tax–free 
treatment of loans from policies, but similarly this is highly unlikely to penalize 
pre-existing loans, and the insured could still borrow from a third party using the 
policy as collateral. 

Insolvency of Carrier In the event of carrier insolvency, the investment value of the policy is not at 
risk as it is held in a segregated account.  The mortality based benefit (life 
insurance component) is potentially at risk, but this risk can normally be 
avoided through a IRS Sec. 1035 Insurance Exchange with another carrier. 

Investor Control The key IRS requirement to preserve the tax-advantaged status of PPLI and PPA 
is that the policyholder does not control or direct the investment program.  
Evidence of investor control or direction may jeopardize the tax-free status of 
the policy. For this reason, the investment manager of the IDF must have full 
discretion over the IDF portfolio. 
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DISCLAIMER
Copyright © 2023, Partners Capital Investment Group LLP

Within the United Kingdom, this material has been 
issued by Partners Capital LLP, which is authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority of the 
United Kingdom (the “FCA”), and constitutes a financial 
promotion for the purposes of the rules of the Financial 
Conduct Authority. Within Hong Kong, this material has 
been issued by Partners Capital Asia Limited, which is 
licensed by the Securities and Futures Commission in 
Hong Kong (the “SFC”) to provide Types 1 and 4 services 
to professional investors only. Within Singapore, this 
material has been issued by Partners Capital Investment 
Group (Asia) Pte Ltd, which is regulated by the Monetary 
Authority of Singapore as a holder of a Capital Markets 
Services licence for Fund Management under the 
Securities and Futures Act and as an exempt financial 
adviser. Within France, this material has been issued 
by Partners Capital Europe SAS, which is regulated by 
the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (the “AMF”).

For all other locations, this material has been issued by 
Partners Capital Investment Group, LLP which is registered 
as an Investment Adviser with the US Securities and 
Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) and as a commodity 
trading adviser and commodity pool operator with the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) and is a 
member of the National Future’s Association (the “NFA”).

This material is being provided to clients, potential 
clients and other interested parties (collectively “clients”) 
of Partners Capital LLP, Partners Capital Asia Limited, 
Partners Capital Investment Group (Asia) Pte Ltd, Partners 
Capital Europe SAS and Partners Capital Investment Group, 
LLP (the “Group”) on the condition that it will not form a 
primary basis for any investment decision by, or on behalf 
of the clients or potential clients and that the Group shall 
not be a fiduciary or adviser with respect to recipients on 
the basis of this material alone. These materials and any 
related documentation provided herewith is given on a 
confidential basis. This material is not intended for public 
use or distribution. It is the responsibility of every person 
reading this material to satisfy himself or herself as to the 
full observance of any laws of any relevant jurisdiction 
applicable to such person, including obtaining any 
governmental or other consent which may be required or 
observing any other formality which needs to be observed 
in such jurisdiction. The investment concepts referenced in 
this material may be unsuitable for investors depending on 
their specific investment objectives and financial position.

This material is for your private information, and we are 
not soliciting any action based upon it. This report is not 
an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any 
investment. While all the information prepared in this 
material is believed to be accurate, the Group, may have 
relied on information obtained from third parties and 

makes no warranty as to the completeness or accuracy 
of information obtained from such third parties, nor can 
it accept responsibility for errors of such third parties, 
appearing in this material. The source for all figures 
included in this material is Partners Capital Investment 
Group, LLP, unless stated otherwise. Opinions expressed 
are our current opinions as of the date appearing on 
this material only. We do not undertake to update the 
information discussed in this material. We and our affiliates, 
officers, directors, managing directors, and employees, 
including persons involved in the preparation or issuance 
of this material may, from time to time, have long or short 
positions in, and buy and sell, the securities, or derivatives 
thereof, of any companies or funds mentioned herein.

Whilst every effort is made to ensure that the information 
provided to clients is accurate and up to date, some of the 
information may be rendered inaccurate by changes in 
applicable laws and regulations. For example, the levels and 
bases of taxation may change at any time. Any reference 
to taxation relies upon information currently in force. Tax 
treatment depends upon the individual circumstances of 
each client and may be subject to change in the future. 
The Group is not a tax adviser and clients should seek 
independent professional advice on all tax matters.

Within the United Kingdom, and where this material 
refers to or describes an unregulated collective investment 
scheme (a “UCIS”), the communication of this material 
is made only to and/or is directed only at persons who 
are of a kind to whom a UCIS may lawfully be promoted 
by a person authorised under the Financial Services and 
Markets Act 2000 (the “FSMA”) by virtue of Section 238(6) 
of the FSMA and the Financial Services and Markets Act 
2000 (Promotion of Collective Investment Schemes) 
(Exemptions) Order 2001 (including other persons who 
are authorised under the FSMA, certain persons having 
professional experience of participating in unrecognised 
collective investment schemes, high net worth companies, 
high net worth unincorporated associations or partnerships, 
the trustees of high value trusts and certified sophisticated 
investors) or Section 4.12 of the FCA’s Conduct of 
Business Sourcebook (“COBS”) (including persons who 
are professional clients or eligible counterparties for the 
purposes of COBS). This material is exempt from the 
scheme promotion restriction (in Section 238 of the FSMA) 
on the communication of invitations or inducements to 
participate in a UCIS on the grounds that it is being issued 
to and/or directed at only the types of person referred to 
above. Interests in any UCIS referred to or described in this 
material are only available to such persons and this material 
must not be relied or acted upon by any other persons.

Within Hong Kong, where this material refers to or 
describes an unauthorised collective investment schemes 
(including a fund) (“CIS”), the communication of this 
material is made only to and/or is directed only at 
professional investors who are of a kind to whom an 
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not actually been executed, the results may have under- 
or over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain 
market factors, such as lack of liquidity. Simulated trading 
programs in general are also subject to the fact that they are 
designed with the benefit of hindsight. No representation is 
being made that any client will or is likely to achieve profits 
or losses similar to those shown. These results are simulated 
and may be presented gross or net of management fees. 
This material may include indications of past performance 
of investments or asset classes that are presented gross and 
net of fees. Gross performance results are presented before 
Partners Capital management and performance fees, but 
net of underlying manager fees. Net performance results 
include the deduction of Partners Capital management 
and performance fees, and of underlying manager fees. 
Partners Capital fees will vary depending on individual 
client fee arrangements. Gross and net returns assume the 
reinvestment of dividends, interest, income and earnings.

The information contained herein has neither been 
reviewed nor approved by the referenced funds or 
investment managers. Past performance is not a reliable 
indicator and is no guarantee of future results. Investment 
returns will fluctuate with market conditions and every 
investment has the potential for loss as well as profit. 
The value of investments may fall as well as rise and 
investors may not get back the amount invested. Forecasts 
are not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Certain information presented herein constitutes “forward-
looking statements” which can be identified by the use 
of forward-looking terminology such as “may”, “will”, 
“should”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “project”, “continue” or 
“believe” or the negatives thereof or other variations thereon 
or comparable terminology. Any projections, market 
outlooks or estimates in this material are forward –looking 
statements and are based upon assumptions Partners 
Capital believe to be reasonable. Due to various risks and 
uncertainties, actual market events, opportunities or results 
or strategies may differ significantly and materially from 
those reflected in or contemplated by such forward-looking 
statements. There is no assurance or guarantee that any 
such projections, outlooks or assumptions will occur.

Certain transactions, including those involving futures, 
options, and high yield securities, give rise to substantial 
risk and are not suitable for all investors. The investments 
described herein are speculative, involve significant risk and 
are suitable only for investors of substantial net worth who 
are willing and have the financial capacity to purchase a 
high risk investment which may not provide any immediate 
cash return and may result in the loss of all or a substantial 
part of their investment. An investor should be able to bear 
the complete loss in connection with any investment.

All securities investments risk the loss of some or all of your 
capital and certain investments, including those involving 
futures, options, forwards and high yield securities, give rise 
to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors.

unauthorised CIS may lawfully be promoted by Partners 
Capital Asia Limited under the Hong Kong applicable laws 
and regulation to institutional professional investors as 
defined in paragraph (a) to (i) under Part 1 of Schedule to 
the Securities and Futures Ordinance (“SFO”) and high net 
worth professional investors falling under paragraph (j) of 
the definition of “professional investor” in Part 1 of Schedule 
1 to the SFO with the net worth or portfolio threshold 
prescribed by Section 3 of the Securities and Futures 
(Professional Investor) Rules (the “Professional Investors”).

Within Singapore, where this material refers to or describes 
an unauthorised collective investment schemes (including 
a fund) (“CIS”), the communication of this material is 
made only to and/or is directed only at persons who are 
of a kind to whom an unauthorised CIS may lawfully be 
promoted by Partners Capital Investment Group (Asia) Pte 
Ltd under the Singapore applicable laws and regulation 
(including accredited investors or institutional investors as 
defined in Section 4A of the Securities and Futures Act).

Within France, where this material refers to or describes to 
unregulated or undeclared collective investment schemes 
(CIS) or unregulated or undeclared alternative Investment 
Funds (AIF), the communication of this material is made 
only to and/or is directed only at persons who are of a 
kind to whom an unregulated or undeclared CIS or an 
unregulated or undeclared AIF may lawfully be promoted 
by Partners Capital Europe under the French applicable 
laws and regulation, including professional clients or 
equivalent, as defined in Article D533-11, D533-11-1, and 
D533-13 of the French Monetary and Financial Code.

Certain aspects of the investment strategies described 
in this presentation may from time to time include 
commodity interests as defined under applicable law. 
Within the United States of America, pursuant to an 
exemption from the US Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission (CFTC) in connection with accounts of 
qualified eligible clients, this brochure is not required to 
be, and has not been filed with the CFTC. The CFTC does 
not pass upon the merits of participating in a trading 
program or upon the adequacy or accuracy of commodity 
trading advisor disclosure. Consequently, the CFTC has 
not reviewed or approved this trading program or this 
brochure. In order to qualify as a certified sophisticated 
investor a person must (i) have a certificate in writing or 
other legible form signed by an authorised person to the 
effect that he is sufficiently knowledgeable to understand 
the risks associated with participating in unrecognised 
collective investment schemes and (ii) have signed, within 
the last 12 months, a statement in a prescribed form 
declaring, amongst other things, that he qualifies as a 
sophisticated investor in relation to such investments.

This material may contain hypothetical or simulated 
performance results which have certain inherent limitations. 
Unlike an actual performance record, simulated results do 
not represent actual trading. Also, since the trades have 
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